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resumen:  

The goal of this lecture is to discuss the evolution of Computer Aided Design (CAD) field and the 
development of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools used by semiconductor companies and 
EDA vendors. It will cover a 30-year period from early 1980s to 2010 with some historical notes on 
earlier background theories and ideas.  We will discuss the origins and the development of CAD 
algorithms, stress the importance of mathematical models used, review design representations and 
data structures, and briefly review the state-of the art academic and industrial EDA tools. 

The following topics will be discussed, each illustrated with mathematical models used. 
• Physical synthesis 

o Placement and floorplanning. Global routing and detailed routing. Maze and 
channel algorithms. 

• Logic synthesis 
o Two-level logic (PLAs). Multi-level logic (ASIC, FPGAs). Canonical representations and 

their application (K-maps, BDDs). 
• High-level synthesis 

o Scheduling, allocation, and binding. Dataflow graph generation and optimization. 
• Verification and validation  

o Formal verification (combinational, sequential). Satisfiability (SAT and SMT). 
Simulation. 

• Mathematical models used in EDA  
o Graph theory. Mathematical programming (Linear, Quadratic, Dynamic). Boolean 

algebra, Linear algebra. 
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